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Charge Transport in Semiconductorswith Degeneracy E�ectsMOS classi�cation numbers: 82A70, 35D05, 35B25Abstract{It has been a common procedure to derive a model for charge transport indegenerate semiconductor material by incorporating a Fermi-Dirac distribution into theclassical drift-di�usion model. In this work a Boltzmann equation with a nonlinear col-lision term is considered. A new uid dynamical model is derived by considering smallperturbations of thermal equilibrium. The analysis contains an existence and uniquenessproof for the Boltzmann equation, a justi�cation of the perturbation argument and a studyof initial-boundary value problems for the new uid dynamical model.
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1. IntroductionThe basic equation of the kinetic theory of semiconductors is the Boltzmann equation@tf + v:rxf � qmE:rvf = Q(f) (1:1)where the unknown f = f(t;x;v) can be interpreted as the fraction of occupied states attime t 2 [0;1) at the point (x;v) 2 R3�R3 of the position-velocity space. The parametersin the Boltzmann equation are the charge q and the e�ective mass m of an electron, aswell as the electric �eld E = E(t;x) 2 R3.The collision operator is de�ned by the relaxation time modelQ(f) = 1� ZR3�Mf 0(1� f) �M 0f(1 � f 0)�dv0where the prime denotes evaluation at v0 instead of v and the Maxwellian is given byM(v) = �2�kTm ��3=2 exp��mv22kT � :Here, � denotes the relaxation time, k the Boltzmann constant and T the (constant)lattice temperature. The constant multiplying the exponential has been chosen such thatthe integral of the Maxwellian over the velocity space is equal to one:Z M(v)dv = 1where here and in the following all integrations are over R3 except when the domain ofintegration is indicated explicitely. The collision operator is modeled by a mass-action lawwhere the rate of transitions from the velocity v0 to the velocity v is proportional to theoccupancy factor f 0 at velocity v0, the fraction of unoccupied states (1� f) at velocity v,and the scattering rate M=� .Statistical mechanics dictates the requirement that the collision operator vanishes ifthe occupancy factor f is a Fermi-Dirac distribution:f = �1 + exp�mv2=2� �kT ���1where � denotes the Fermi energy. This requirement is satis�ed whenever the scatteringrate is the product of the Maxwellian and a collision cross section which is a symmetricfunction of v and v0. Thus, our choice of a constant collision cross section is the simplestpossible.In (1.1), the parabolic band approximation has been used. This means it is assumedthat the particles under consideration have energies close to an extremum of an energyband which therefore can be approximated by a paraboloid. This assumption also leadsto the formula �(t;x) = 2� m2�h��3 Z f(t;x;v)dv3



for the position space number density of particles. The factor in front of the integral(containing the reduced Planck constant �h) represents the density of states (see e.g. [3]).In this work, the initial value problem for the Boltzmann equation (1.1) is considered:f(0;x;v) = f0(x;v) for (x;v) 2 R3 �R3 (1:2)The electric �eld is assumed to be given and can be written as the negative gradient of anelectrostatic potential: E(t;x) = �rxV (t;x)The problem (1.1), (1.2) is nondimensionalized by choosing the thermal velocity vT =pkT=m and a characteristic length L as reference quantities for velocity and length. Thereference �eld strength UT =L is chosen by balancing the second and third terms on theleft hand side of (1.1). Here, UT = kT=q denotes the thermal voltage. We point out thatthis scaling of the �eld corresponds to the low �eld case. A di�erent scaling taking intoaccount high �eld e�ects has been used in [16]. With the reference time L2=(�v2T ) thenondimensionalized version of (1.1), (1.2) reads�2@tf + �(v:rxf �E:rvf) = Q(f);f(0;x;v) = f0(x;v) (1:3)where � = �vT=L is the scaled mean free path and the scaled collision operator is givenby Q(f) = �fM(1 � f) � �ff: (1:4)The scaled Maxwellian is M(v) = (2�)�3=2 exp(�v2=2)and �f and �f are de�ned by�f = Z fdv; �f = Z M(1 � f)dv:Note that we used the same symbols for scaled and unscaled quantities. For more generalmodels and details of the scaling we refer to [11].In the following the situation where the mean free path is signi�cantly smaller thanthe characteristic length L is analized. This means that � is a small parameter.For low particle densities, the occupancy factor f is small compared to one, and thecollision operator can be approximated by the linearized versionL(f) = �fM � f: (1:5)This situation is commonly referred to as the nondegenerate case. From the resultinglinear Boltzmann equation the classical drift-di�usion equation for charge transport insemiconductors can be derived. In the physical literature, the derivation is usually basedon a moment method or a Legendre expansion of f with respect to the velocity (see e.g.[17]). However, from a mathematical point of view, it is easier to justify a procedure based4



on a perturbation analysis of (1.3) for small �. In gas dynamics this approach is known asthe Hilbert expansion [7]. Mathematically rigorous applications to the neutron transportequation can be found in [2] and [10]. In the case of the linear collision operator (1.5),the Hilbert expansion has been carried out in [14]. It has been proved that for �! 0 thesolution of (1.3) (with Q(f) replaced by L(f)) converges to a Maxwellianexp��v2=2 + �(t;x)�where the scaled Fermi energy � is a solution of the drift di�usion equation@t�(�)� divx (�(�)rx(�� V )) = 0 (1:6)with the scaled particle density being given by�(�) = (2�)3=2e�: (1:7)As pointed out above, the equilibrium in the general (degenerate) case is not given bya Maxwellian, but by a Fermi-Dirac distribution:F (�;v) = 11 + exp(v2=2� �)Now the particle density is given by�(�) = Z F (�;v)dv = 4�p2F1=2(�) (1:8)where the Fermi integrals are de�ned byF(�) = Z 10 t= �1 + et��� dt:It has been a common procedure (see [13]) to derive an equation for the degenerate caseby substituting (1.8) instead of (1.7) into the drift di�usion equation (1.6). However, thederivation of (1.6) depends strongly on the nondegeneracy assumption! It is the purposeof this paper to give a rigorous derivation of a uid equation for the degenerate case.As a �rst step, the Cauchy problem for the Boltzmann equation (1.3) is considered.Note that the analysis is simpli�ed considerably by the assumption that the electric �eldis prescribed and smooth. The physically interesting case of a self consistent electric �eld,coupled to the Boltzmann equation via a Poisson equation, has been treated in [6], [15]and [12]. However, these analyses can not be straightforwardly applied in our context.The �rst two papers deal with a problem posed on the position-wave vector space for wavevectors in the (bounded) Brillouin zone. This corresponds to a bounded velocity space.Thus, the technical di�culties which appear for high velocities (as for the Vlasov-Poissonequation, see [1]) are avoided. More recently, Mustieles [12] has investigated a model withunbounded velocities. He has obtained global existence and uniqueness of smooth solutions5



in the 1- and 2-dimensional cases and global existence of weak solutions for 3-dimensionalproblems. But the particular assumptions on the collision cross section do not allow theapplication of his results to the relaxation time model.Therefore section 2 of this work is concerned with an existence and uniqueness analysisfor (1.3). Since the electric �eld is prescribed, the di�culties are not comparable to thoseencountered in [1] or [12]. The proof is based on an a priori estimate using an uppersolution that seems not to have been pointed out before.In section 3 the Hilbert expansion is carried out. It is shown that the occupancy factorconverges to a Fermi-Dirac distribution F (�;v). The Fermi energy � satis�es the initialvalue problem @t�(�) � divx (D(�)rx(� � V )) = 0�(0;x) = �0(x) (1:9)where �(�) is given by (1.8) and the di�usion coe�cient byD(�) = (2�)3=2 e�2 �1 + �(�)�(�)� : (1:10)The function �(�) is de�ned by�(�) = Z F (�;v)�1� F (�;v)�dv = 2�p2F�1=2(�)and the initial datum �0 is determined uniquely by the equation�(�0) = �f0 : (1:11)The proof is similar to that in [6]. It is based on a recent regularity result for transportequations (see [4], [5]). The di�culties due to unbounded velocities are surmounted by em-ploying two new properties: The existence of an upper solution and a stronger coercivenessresult for the collision operator (compared to [15]).Section 4 is concerned with initial-boundary value problems for a rescaled version of(1.9) for uniformly high densities. Existence and uniqueness is a consequence of standardresults for quasilinear parabolic equations. Upper and lower solutions corresponding tothe a priori estimates for (1.3) are obtained. Existence of steady state solutions and theiruniqueness for su�ciently high densities is shown.Finally, in section 5 an approximating problem for uniformly high densities is derived.Its most important property is that it does not contain integrals in the velocity direction.Error estimates for the transient as well as stationary problems are given.6



2. Existence and Uniqueness for the Boltzmann EquationThe analysis of this section is based on the following assumptions:A1. The electrostatic potential V (t;x) is an element of W 2;1((0;1) �R3).A2. There is a constant � such that 0 � f0 � F (�;v) holds for the initial datum f0(x;v).A3. f0 is in L1(R6).An essential ingredient of the existence proof are comparison functions. Suppose thefunctions 1(t); 2(t) satisfy01(t) = ess inff@tV (t; :)g; 02(t) = ess supf@tV (t; :)g:Then, for the Fermi-Dirac function F ('i;v) with 'i(t;x) = i(t) � V (t;x) we haveQ(F ('i; :)) = 0 and v:rxF ('i;v)�E:rvF ('i;v) = 0since F ('i;v) is a function of the energy v2=2�V . Therefore, since obviously @tF ('1;v) �0 and @tF ('2;v) � 0 holds, F ('1;v) is a lower solution and F ('2;v) is an upper solutionof the Boltzmann equation. By appropriate choices for the initial values of 1 and 2comparison functions for the initial value problem (1.3) can be obtained. In particular,the function F ('2;v) with 2(0) = � + ess supfV (0; :)g will be used in the following.Theorem 2.1. The problem (1.3) has a unique weak solution in the setV = ff 2 C(0;1;L1(R6))j 0 � f � F ('2;v)g:Proof. For given f 2 V let g be the solution of the linear transport equation�2@tg + �(v:rxg �E:rvg) = �fM(1 � g)� �fg;g(0;x;v) = f0(x;v):Then we de�ne the map � by �(f) = g. Obviously, �xed points of � correspond to solutionsof (1.3). The proof of the theorem proceeds in two steps. First, we show that � mapsV into itself, and then that � is a contraction for su�ciently small time intervals. In thefollowing we use the notation F2(t;x;v) = F ('2(t;x);v).The function r = F2 � g solves a linear transport problem of the form�2@tr + �(v:rxr �E:rvr) + �r = S;r(0;x;v) = r0(x;v)where the initial datum r0 = F2(0; :; :)� f0 and the collision frequency � = �fM + �f areobviously nonnegative. For the source termS = @tF2 + �F2 � �fMwe have S = S �Q(F2) = @tF2 +M(1 � F2)��('2) � �f �+ F2��f � �('2)� � 07



since f 2 V, and �f and �f are monotonically increasing and resp. decreasing. It followsthat r is nonnegative. Similarly we prove nonnegativity of g implying g 2 V.For the second part of the proof, let f1 and f2 be two functions in V. We de�neg1 = �(f1); g2 = �(f2); r = g2 � g1:Then r is a solution of the problem@tr + v:rxr �E:rvr + �r = S; (2:1)r(0;x;v) = 0with � = �f1M + �f1 � 0;S =M(1 � g2) (�f2 � �f1) + g2 (�f1 � �f2) :Multiplication by sign(r) transforms (2.1) into an equation for jrj with the inhomogeneityreplaced by sign(r)S. Integration of this equation impliesddtkr(t; :; :)kL1(R6) � kS(t; :; :)kL1(R6):For estimating the right hand side we use g2 2 V and obtain for any time t � TkS(t; :; :)kL1(R6) � CTkf2(t; :; :)� f1(t; :; :)kL1(R6):This �nally leads to the estimatek�(f2)(t; :; :) � �(f1)(t; :; :)kL1(R6) � CT Z t0 kf2(s; :; :) � f1(s; :; :)kL1(R6)dsconcluding the proof.#We conclude this section by stating a conservation and a regularity result:Lemma 2.1. For the solution f of (1.3)kf(t; :; :)kL1(R6) = kf0kL1(R6)holds. Furthermore, if f0 belongs to W 1;p(R6), then f belongs to C(0;1;W 1;p(R6)).Proof. The property of mass conservation is a consequence ofZ Q(f)dv = 0 for any f 2 L1(R3):For proving the regularity of the solution we apply standard results of transport theory(see e.g. [1]) to di�erentiated versions of (1.3).#8



3. Derivation of the uid dynamical modelIn this section we are concerned with limits of solutions of (1.3) as the scaled mean freepath � tends to zero. In this context it is important that the a priori estimates0 � f � F ('2;v); kf(t; :; :)kL1(R6) = kf0kL1(R6)obtained above, are uniform with respect to �.The assumptions from the beginning of the preceding section will be used with as-sumption A3 replaced by the stronger versionA3'. f0 is in W 1;1(R6)and the additional assumptionA4. E belongs to L1loc�[0;1);L2(R3)�.We �rst examine the collision operator (1.4). For a given distribution of occupancyfactors f = f(v), an associated Fermi-Dirac function is de�ned byFf = �1 + �f�fM ��1 :As pointed out above, the collision operator vanishes when applied to Fermi-Dirac func-tions. The following lemma contains the reverse statement and a coercivity result.Lemma 3.1. a) Q(f) = 0 i� f is a Fermi-Dirac function. b) For any f(v) with 0 � f � 1we de�ne �f =M(1 � f)=�f +M(1 � f)�. Then we have�2f Z (f � Ff )2=�f +M(1 � f)�dv � Z Q2(f)=�f +M(1 � f)�dv� 2(�f + �f )Z Q(f)�f dv:Proof. a) The equation Q(f) = 0 is equivalent to f = Ff .b) The integral on the right hand side above is given byZ Q(f)�f dv = Z Z �M(1 � f)f 0 �M 0(1 � f 0)f�M(1 � f)f +M(1 � f) dv dv0:By symmetrization it can be rewritten asZ Q(f)�f dv = Z Z �M(1 � f)f 0 �M 0(1 � f 0)f�22�f +M(1 � f)��f 0 +M 0(1� f 0)�dv dv0:On the other hand, the Cauchy-Schwartz inequality impliesQ(f)2 = �Z �M(1 � f)f 0 �M 0(1� f 0)f�dv0�2� Z �M(1 � f)f 0 �M 0(1 � f 0)f�2f 0 +M 0(1 � f 0) dv0 Z �f 0 +M 0(1� f 0)�dv0:9



Therefore, we getZ Q(f)2=�f +M(1 � f)�dv � 2(�f + �f )Z Q(f)�f dv:A simple computation shows that the collision term can be written asQ(f) = (Ff � f)(�fM + �f )implying Q(f)2 � (Ff � f)2�2fwhich completes the proof.#A second preliminary result is a slightly di�erent version of a theorem of DiPerna andLions [4]. Let X be the function space de�ned byX = ff = f(t;x;v)jev2=4f 2 L2(R7)g:Lemma 3.2. Let f and g belong to bounded subsets of X , and h belong to a boundedsubset of X 3. If f satis�es �@tf + v:rxf = g +divvh;then the density �f is bounded in L2��1;1;H1=5(R3)� uniformly with respect to �.Proof. The proof is along the lines of that in [4].We denote the Fourier transforms of f , g and h with respect to t and x by �,  and�, respectively. The Fourier variables are called � and �. The functions �,  and thecomponents of � belong to X and we have(�� + v:�)� =  + divv�:We have to show that �1 + j�j1=5� ��R �dv�� belongs to L2(R� � R3�). For j�j � 1, theCauchy-Schwartz inequality implies�1 + j�j1=5� ����Z �dv���� � 2 ����Z �dv���� � C�Z �2ev2=2dv�1=2 :The estimation for j�j > 1 is more involved. For each positive � a function � isintroduced which satis�es0 � � � 1; �(z) = 0 if jzj � �; �(z) = 1 if jzj � 2�; jz�0(z)j � C�(z)with C independent of � (which is possible). With z = (�� + v:�), we have����Z �dv���� � ����Z �z dv����+ ����Z �z divv�dv����+ ����Z (1 � �)�dv����= D +E + F: 10



In the following estimation of the three integrals, C stands for generic constants indepen-dent of � and �.D � �Z �2z2 e�v2=2dv�1=2�Z 2ev2=2dv�1=2 � C� �Z 2ev2=2dv�1=2 ;E = ����Z z�0 � �z2 �:�dv���� � j�j�Z �2z4 e�v2=2dv�1=2�Z �2ev2=2dv�1=2� C j�j�2 �Z �2ev2=2dv�1=2 ;F � �Z (1 � �)2e�v2=2dv�1=2�Z �2ev2=2dv�1=2� Cs �j�j �Z �2ev2=2dv�1=2 :If we now choose � = j�j3=5, we obtain for j�j > 1j�j1=5 ����Z �dv���� � C�Z ��2 + 2 + �2�ev2=2dv�1=2which completes the proof.#We are now in the position to prove the main result of this section.Theorem 3.1. As �! 0, the solution of (1.3) converges in Lploc�[0;1)�R6); 1 � p <1to a Fermi-Dirac function F (�;v) where the Fermi energy � is a weak solution of (1.9).Proof. The proof is similar to that in [6]. It consists of three steps.First step: Coercivity. It is our aim to prove the estimatek(f � Ff )ev2=4kL2([0;T ]�R6) � CT�where here and in the following CT denotes (possibly di�erent) generic constants indepen-dent of �. Note that for a �nite time interval [0; T ], '2(t;x) � 'T holds for the function'2 appearing in the a priori estimates. This implies0 < �F ('T ;:) � �f � 1; �f � �('T ) <1;f +M(1 � f) � F ('T ; :) +M � CT e�v2=2:Therefore the coercivity result Lemma 3.1.b leads toZ Q(f)2ev2=2dv � CT Z Q(f)�f dv;Z (f � Ff )2ev2=2dv � CT Z Q(f)�f dv: (3:1)11



We introduce the functions Gf = Z f0 M(v)(1 � s)s +M(v)(1 � s)ds;Hf = Z f0 vM(v)s(1 � s)�s+M(v)(1 � s)�2 ds:With these notations we get@tGf = �f@tf; rxGf = �frxf; rvGf = �frvf �Hf :Since f belongs to C�0; T ;W 1;1(R6)� (Lemma 2.1), Gf belongs to the same space. Thisjusti�es all the integrations by parts which follow. Multiplication of (1.3) by �f andintegration with respect to all variables givesZ T0 ZR6 Q(f)�f dx dv dt = � Z T0 ZR6 E:Hfdx dv dt+ �2�ZR6 Gf (T; :; :)dx dv � ZR6 Gf0dx dv� : (3:2)Since 0 � �f � 1 holds we have 0 � Gf � f . This and the conservation property(Lemma 2.1) implies that the second term on the right hand side can be estimated by�2kf0kL1(R6). For estimating the �rst term on the right hand side we note that for anyFermi-Dirac function F , HF is an odd function of v. Therefore we haveZ E:Hfdv = Z E: �Hf �HFf � dv:Employing the estimate��Hf �HFf �� = �����Z Fff vM(v)s(1 � s)�s+M(v)(1 � s)�2 ds����� � 14 ��v�f � Ff ���the Cauchy-Schwartz inequality leads toZ T0 ZR6 E:Hfdx dv dt�  Z T0 ZR6 E2v2e�v2=2dx dv dt!1=2 Z T0 ZR6�f � Ff �2ev2=2dx dv dt!1=2� CT  Z T0 ZR6 Q(f)�f dx dv dt!1=2 :12



If this is used in (3.2), we obtainZ T0 ZR6 Q(f)�f dx dv dt� CT� Z T0 ZR6 Q(f)�f dx dv dt!1=2 � CT�2and, thus, Z T0 ZR6 Q(f)�f dx dv dt � CT�2:A combination of this result with the coercivity inequalities (3.1) �nally givesZ T0 ZR6 Q(f)2ev2=2dx dv dt � CT�2; (3:3)Z T0 ZR6�f � Ff �2ev2=2dx dv dt � CT�2: (3:4)The functions f , Ff and r = (f � Ff )=� are uniformly bounded in L2((0; T ) � R6)with the weight ev2=2. Therefore, when �! 0, there is a subsequence such thatf ! F ; Ff ! F ; r ! r weakly in L2((0; T ) �R6)holds for the corresponding functions f , Ff and r.Second step: Strong convergence. Let � = �(t) 2 D((0;1)) be chosen such that � = 1 on[a; b]; 0 < a < b <1 holds. Then Lemma 3.2 with g = �0f + �Q(f)=� and h = �fE canbe applied to a Boltzmann equation for �f . Note that here we use (3.3). We concludethat �f is uniformly bounded in L2�a; b;H1=5(R3)�.On the other hand, by integration of (1.3) with respect to v we obtain the conservationlaw @t�f + 1�divx�Z vf dv� = 0:Since, obviously, R vFfdv = 0 holds (vFf is an odd function of v), we have@t�f + divx�Z vr dv� = 0: (3:5)In view of (3.4) it follows that �f is uniformly bounded in H1�a; b;H�1(R3)�. Now aninterpolation allows to conclude that �f is also uniformly bounded in H1=6((a; b) � R3).From the Rellich-Kondrakov theorem we deduce that for a convenient subsequence theconcentration converges strongly in L2((a; b) � K) for any compact set K 2 R3. Hencewe can assume (always for a convenient subsequence) that the density converges almosteverywhere in [0;1)�R3. Since �f belongs to L1((0; T )�K), the dominated convergencetheorem implies that we have strong convergence �f ! � in Lploc�[0;1)�R3�; 1 � p <1.13



Since the function �(�) : R! (0;1) given by (1.8) is strictly monotonically increasingand onto, there is a unique Fermi energy � with �(�) = �.A straightforward estimation shows that for two Fermi-Dirac functions F1; F2 theinequality Z jF1 � F2jdv � Cj�F1 � �F2 jholds, where the constant C only depends on an upper bound for �F1 and �F2. Thereforewe have Z jFf � F (�;v)j dv � j�Ff � �f j+ j�f � �(�)j:In view of (3.4), �Ff � �f converges to zero in L2�(0; T ) � R3�, implying convergence ofFf in L1loc�[0;1)�R6�. As above, the L1-estimates imply strong convergence of Ff andf to F (�;v) in Lploc�[0;1)�R6�.Third step: Derivation of the uid limit. We multiply the conservation law (3.5) by a testfunction � = �(t;x) 2 D(R4) and integrate by parts:Z 10 ZR3 ��f@t� +�Z vr dv� :rx�� dx dt = ZR3 �f0�(0;x) dxIn view of our previous results, we can pass to the limit �! 0:Z 10 ZR3 ��(�)@t� +�Z vr dv� :rx�� dx dt = ZR3 �f0�(0;x) dx (3:6)Now the problem is to compute r. The left hand side of the Boltzmann equation�@tf +divx(vf) � divv(Ef) = Q(f)=�converges in D0(R7) todivx�vF (�;v)� � divv�EF (�;v)� = F (�;v)�1� F (�;v)�v:rx(�� V ):Straightforward algebra shows that the nonlinear term can be written asQ(f)=� = �(�fM + �f )r:The strong convergence of f and the weak convergence of r allow to conclude that Q(f)=�converges weakly in L2�(0; T ) �R6� to���(�)M + �F (�;:)�r = ��(�)MF (�; :) r:From these relations we can compute r and therefore also the ux densityZ vr dv = �D(�)rx(� � V )14



with the di�usion coe�cientD(�) = 1�(�) Z F (�;v)2�1� F (�;v)�M(v) v2j dvwhich can be shown to be equal to (1.10) by straightforward manipulations. Finally, (3.6)can be written asZ 10 ZR3 (�(�)@t� �D(�)rx(�� V ):rx�) dx dt = ZR3 �f0�(0;x) dxwhich is a weak formulation of (1.9).#4. The Fluid Dynamical Model for Uniformly High DensitiesIn this and the following sections we are concerned with initial-boundary value problemsfor the drift-di�usion equation (1.9) in the case of high particle densities. Obviously, highdensities correspond to large values of the Fermi energy. For a piece of semiconductormaterial with uniformly high electron density we replace the Fermi energy � by "�1 + �with a small positive parameter ". It is a simple exercise in the asymptotic evaluation ofintegrals to show that lim"!0 �( + 1)"+1F("�1 + �)� = 1 (4:1)holds for the Fermi integrals. Therefore the quantities �, � and D are replaced by theappropriately rescaled versions�(�) = "3=2F1=2("�1 + �); �(�) = 12p"F�1=2("�1 + �); D(�) = e��1 + "�(�)�(�)� :Note that for �xed � these de�nitions imply�(�) = 23 +O("); �(�) = 1 +O("); D(�) = e� +O(");�0(�) = O("); �0(�) = O("); D0(�) = O(1):After also rescaling the time by t! 4p"� e�1="tthe drift-di�usion equation reads�(�)@t�� div (D(�)r(� � V )) = 0: (4:2)The analysis of (4.2) is facilitated by introducing the quasi Fermi level ' = V � �, whichsatis�es the equation�(V � ')(@t'� @tV ) � div�D(V � ')r'� = 0: (4:3)15



The fact that the space operator is now formally self-adjoint will be used below.In the following, initial-boundary value problems for (4.2)|or, equivalently, for (4.3)|will be considered. Thus, the di�erential equations hold for (x; t) 2 
T = 
 � (0; T ),where 
 � R3 is a bounded domain. For simplicity, Dirichlet boundary conditions areassumed. The initial-boundary data ~� and ~' for � and, respectively, ' are given on�T = �
 � f0g� [ �@
 � (0; T )�. Since regularity considerations are not the subject ofthis work, we assume all given data, including the electrostatic potential, to be smooth.In particular, the initial-boundary data are assumed to possess smooth extensions to theinterior of 
T . By the data being \smooth" we mean that any smoothness requirementswhich appear in the course of the subsequent analysis are satis�ed.The well-posedness of the initial-boundary value problem is the subject of the followingtheorem.Theorem 4.1. The problem (4.3) subject to the initial-boundary conditions' = ~' on �T (4:4)has a unique solution which is smooth and satis�esinf�T ~'+ Z t0 �inf
 @tV � (s)ds � '(x; t) � sup�T ~'+ Z t0 �sup
 @tV� (s)ds in 
T : (4:5)Proof. The estimate (4.5) follows from a straightforward application of the maximumprinciple since the upper and lower bounds are upper and lower solutions, respectively. Theremaining statements of the theorem follow from standard results for parabolic equations(see e.g. [8], Chapter V).#The next result is concerned with the corresponding stationary problem consisting ofthe di�erential equation div�D( � ')r'� = 0 in 
 (4:6)subject to Dirichlet boundary conditions' = 'D on @
: (4:7)The Dirichlet data 'D are assumed to possess a smooth extension to the interior of 
.Theorem 4.2. The problem (4.6), (4.7) has a smooth solution which satis�esinf@
 'D � '(x) � sup@
 'D in 
: (4:8)There is a positive "0 > 0, which depends on the data, such that for " � "0 the solution isunique.Proof. As above, the estimate (4.8) follows from the maximum principle. Existence andsmoothness of a solution are standard results (see e.g. [9, Chapter 4]). For the proof of16



uniqueness for small " we introduce the new variable u = e�' and de�ne the �xed pointoperator T u by solving the linear problemdiv� ~D(u)r(T u)� = 0 in 
T u = e�'D on @
where ~D is given by ~D(u) = eV �1 + "�(V + lnu)�(V + lnu)� :Obviously, �xed points u� of T correspond to solutions ' = � lnu� of (4.6), (4.7). Our aimis to show that, in a subset of an appropriately chosen Banach space, T is a contraction.For the Banach space we choose L6(
), and the operator T acts on the set DT which isdetermined by the inequalities (4.8):DT = fu 2 L6(
) j exp(� sup@
 'D) � u � exp(� inf@
 'D) gIt is easy to see that eV � ~D(u) � 2eVholds. Therefore, the regularity theory for elliptic equations (see [9]) implies H�older conti-nuity of T u and, in particular, the uniform boundedness of the L3(
)-norm of the gradient:kr(T u)k3 � c (4:9)where the Lp(
)-norm is denoted by k : kp. Here and in the following, c stands for (possiblydi�erent) generic constants independent from u 2 DT and from small ".For estimating the di�erence between the images of two functions u1 and u2 under themap T , we multiply the di�erence of the corresponding di�erential equations by T u1�T u2and integrate by parts to obtainZ
 ~D(u1)��r(T u1)�r(T u2)��2dx = �Z
� ~D(u1)� ~D(u2)�r(T u2):�r(T u1)�r(T u2)�dx:From this we getr(T u1) �r(T u2)2 � c� ~D(u1)� ~D(u2)�r(T u2)2� c ~D(u1)� ~D(u2)6r(T u2)3� "2cku1 � u2k6where for the �rst estimate the Cauchy-Schwarz inequality was employed. The secondestimate is an application of H�older's inequality and the third estimate is a consequence of(4.9) and of the fact that the function ~D is Lipschitz continuous with an O("2) Lipschitzconstant.Finally, the Sobolev imbedding theorem and a Poincar�e inequality implyT u1 � T u26 � cr(T u1)�r(T u2)2which completes the proof since it is obvious now that the Lipschitz constant of T can bemade smaller than 1 by choosing " small enough.#17



5. The Limiting Problem for High DensitiesThe Hilbert expansion method reduces the Boltzmann equation to an equation in positionspace. However, the uid dynamical equation (4.3) contains integrals in the velocity direc-tion. These integrals can be eliminated by the formal limit "! 0. It transforms problem(4.3), (4.4) into @t'0 � @tV = div �eV�'0r'0� in 
T'0 = ~' on �T : (5:1)This section is concerned with a justi�cation of the limiting procedure.Theorem 5.1. Problem (5.1) has a unique, smooth solution '0. For the solution ' of(4.3), (4.4) sup(0;T )k'� '0k22 + Z T0 kr'�r'0k22(t)dt � cT"2holds with a constant cT independent of ". In other words, the solution of (4.3), (4.4)converges to the solution of (5.1) in L1�0; T ;L2(
)� and in L2�0; T ;H1(
)�.Proof. Existence, uniqueness and smoothness for (5.1) follows in the same way as for (4.3),(4.4) in theorem 4.1.For proving convergence we introduce the new variablez = Z '0 �(V � �)d�:The property '(z) = z +O(")of the transformation will be used below. Using the relations@tz = �(V � ')(@t'� @tV ) + �(V )@tV;rz = �(V � ')r'+ ��(V )� �(V � ')�rV;the problem for z reads@tz � �(V )@tV = div�a(z)rz� + div �a(z)��(V � ')� �(V )�rV � in 
Tz = ~z on �T :With "! 0 in the di�erential equation we obtain the limiting problem@tz0 � @tV = div�a0(z0)rz0� in 
Tz0 = ~z on �T :The new di�usion coe�cient and its formal limit are given bya(z) = D�V � '(z)���V � '(z)� and a0(z) = eV�z;18



respectively. The approximation error �z = z � z0 then solves the equation@t(�z) � div�a(z)r(�z)� � div��a(z) � a(z0)�rz0�= ��(V )� 1�@tV + div��a(z0)� a0(z0)�rz0�+ div �a(z)��(V � ')� �(V )�rV �(5:2)subject to homogeneous initial-boundary data. By the Lipschitz continuity of a, the term�a(z) � a(z0)�rz0 in this equation can be written as (�z)b with a vector �eld b which isuniformly bounded with respect to ". Now (5.2) is multiplied by �z and integrated over
t. Integration by parts and straightforward estimates imply the inequalityk�zk22(t) + c1 Z t0 kr(�z)k22ds� c2 Z
t j�zj��r(�z)��dx ds + c3 Z t0 "k�zk2ds + c4 Z t0 "kr(�z)k2ds (5:3)where the cj-s are constants independent of ". The last two terms reect the fact that theright hand side of (5.2) is O("). Applying Young's inequality, the right hand side of (5.3)is estimated byc22c1 Z t0 k�zk22ds+ c14 Z t0 kr(�z)k22ds+ c3t2 "2 + c32 Z t0 k�zk22ds+ c24tc1 "2 + c14 Z t0 kr(�z)k22dsimplying k�zk22(t) + c12 Z t0 kr(�z)k22ds � c5 Z t0 k�zk22ds + c1T "2 for 0 < t < T:With the aid of the Gronwall lemma we concludek�zk22(t) � c5 Z t0 k�zk22ds + c1T"2 � c2T "2:Thus, we �nally obtain sup(0;T )k�zk22 + c12 Z T0 kr(�z)k22dt � c2T "2:The proof is completed by noting that the properties of the '-z-transformation imply'� '0 = �z +O("); r('� '0) = r(�z) +O("):#19



Our �nal result is for the stationary problem (4.6), (4.7). The formal limiting problemas "! 0 is div �eV�'0r'0� = 0 in 
'0 = 'D on @
:Theorem 5.2. The limiting problem has a unique, smooth solution '0. For the solution' of (4.6), (4.7) k'� '0kH1(
) = O(") as "! 0holds.Proof. Since u0 = exp(�'0) solves a linear problem, existence, uniqueness and smoothnessof the limiting solution are obvious. The error�u = e�' � u0satis�es the di�erential equationdiv �eVr(�u)� = "div�eV�' ��r'�subject to homogeneous Dirichlet conditions. It is straightforward to show that the H1(
)-norm of ' is bounded uniformly in ". This implies thatk�ukH1(
) = O(")holds, which completes the proof because of the Lipschitz continuity of the u-'-transformation.#
20
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